cot dot got hot
bog cog dog
fog hog log
bop cop hop
mop pop top
Bob cob job
bug dug hug jug
mug pug rug tug
but cut gut hut
bam  dam  ham
jam  ram  yam
bap  cap  gap
lap  map  nap
rap  tap  yap  zap
bag  rag  tag  wag
bet  get  jet
let  met  net
pet  vet  wet  yet
bat cat fat
hat mat pat
rat sat vat
bad dad had
lad mad pad
rad sad tad
ban can Dan
fan man nan
pan ran ran tan van
bed fed led red
Ben hen Ken
men pen ten
bit fit hit kit
lit pit sit wit
big dig fig
pig rig wig
dip hip lip pip
rip sip tip zip
bell fell sell
tell well yell
kick lick Nick
pick Rick sick tick
Bill fill gill hill
ill Jill kill mill
pill till will
buck duck luck
muck suck tuck
bun  fun  gun
nun  run  sun
cub  pub  rub  tub
back  hack  Jack
pack  rack  sack
deck  neck  peck
best  nest  pest
rest  test  vest  west